3rd Grade
Summer Homework Directions
**All items are based on 8 weeks this summer.**

Part 1 - Summer Journal:
Each week, write one journal entry. This can be anything - how
your week is going, what you did, a fictional story, etc. Each
entry must have a title, your name, a picture, and at least 10
sentences (two paragraphs).
Part 2 - Math:
Each week, you have a column of math problems. Use the
attached loose leaf pages to solve each problem, then be sure
to write your final answer on the correct column.
Part 3 - Book in a Bag:
Choose from the books listed (or a different book that is grade
level and school appropriate). Read the entire book before you
begin. You will need a brown paper bag to complete this.
Decorate the front with an image/drawing that relates to the
book. On one side, rate the book between 1-5 stars. On the
other side, list the characters, the setting (when and where),
the problem, and the solution. On the back, write a summary of
the book. Four items need to go inside the bag that go with the
story. Get creative! (more detailed directions included)

Name:

Summer Homework Weeks 1-4

Week 1

Week 2

What is the place value of the underlined digit?

1,426

What is the place value of the underlined digit?

2,438

Write the number in expanded form.

Write the number in expanded form.

47

267

Circle the number with the GREATEST value.

Circle the number with the LEAST value.

24

83

42

67

24

83

42

67

Draw a number line from 0 to 100 (counting by 10’s). Place the following digits on the number line
in their correct location. 28, 37, 95, 77, 64, 8, 16, 51

Write 5 equations where the sum is equal to
10. (ex. 10+0=10)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Find the Sum.

Write 5 equations where the sum is equal to 9.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Find the Sum.

32
+28

98
+33

Find the Difference.

Find the Difference.

56
-34

81
-37

Is 33 closer to 30 or 40?

Round 84 to the nearest ten.

Is 76

Round 47 to the nearest ten.

closer to 70 or 80?

If the pink gorilla eats watermelon every night, how ch watermelons does he eat?

Name:

Summer Homework Weeks 1-4

Week 3
What is the place value of the underlined digit?

4,289

Week 4
What is the place value of the underlined digit?

3,813

Write the number in expanded form.

Write the number in expanded form.

418

307

Order the numbers from LEAST to GREATEST.

Order the numbers from GREATEST to LEAST.

268

203

287

375 329 403

Draw a number line from 0 to 100 (counting by 10’s). Place the following digits on the number line
in their correct location. 28, 37, 95, 77, 64, 8, 16, 51

Write 5 equations where the sum is equal to 8.

Write 5 equations where the sum is equal to 15.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Find the Sum.

Find the Sum.

47
+ 24

75
+47

Find the Difference.

Find the Difference.

43
-16

74
-35

Round 128 to the nearest ten.

Round 375 to the nearest ten.

Round 195 to the nearest ten.

Round 644 to the nearest ten.

If the pink gorilla eats watermelon every night, how ch watermelons does he eat?

Name:

Summer Homework Weeks 5-8

Week 5

Week 6

What is the place value of the underlined digit?

3,824

What is the place value of the underlined digit?

3,824

Write the number in expanded form.

Write the number in expanded form.

742

690

Order the numbers from GREATEST to LEAST.

Circle all the ODD numbers.

834

298

348

7

14

54

33

90

45

Write 5 equations where the difference is equal to 3.

Find the sum.

1.

8+1=

7+5=

2.

9+8=

4+6=

2+9=

7+4=

5.

6+7=

9+6=

Round each number to the nearest 10.

Round each number to the nearest 10.

87

97

3.
4.

_______

755 _______

43

_______

897 _______

_______

755 _______

44

_______

273 _______

304 _______

495 _______

Is 167 closer to 100 or 200?

Round 439 to the nearest hundred.

Is 341 closer to 300 or 400?

Round 681 to the nearest hundred.

Find the sum.

Use the place value strategy to find the sum.

357
+164

Find the difference.

Use the place value strategy to find the
difference.

427
-243

Name:

Summer Homework Weeks 5-8

Week 7
What is the place value of the underlined digit?

3,824

Week 8
What is the place value of the underlined digit?

3,824

Write the number in expanded form.

Write the number in expanded form.

403

579

Order the numbers from LEAST to GREATEST.

Circle all the EVEN numbers.

473

481 437

9 16 72 55 70 25

Write 5 equations where the sum is equal to 20.

Find the difference.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

8–7=

6–4=

9–3=

13 – 7 =

16 – 5 =

18 – 9 =

12 – 8 =

11 – 6 =

Round each number to the nearest 10.

Round each number to the nearest 10.

997 _______

485 _______

614 _______
572 _______

321 _______

54 _______
7
_______
465 _______

95 _______
236 _______

Round each number to the nearest 100.

Round each number to the nearest 100.

672 _______

250 _______

378 _______
67 _______

129 _______

443 _______
349 _______
609 _______

Use the place value strategy to find the sum.

956 _______
258 _______

Use a number line to solve 235 +123

504
+836
Use the place value strategy to find the
difference.

607
-324

Use a number line to solve 245 – 137.

Summer Reading Project
“Book in a Bag”

Happy summer and welcome to 3rd grade! I love to read and this summer I am hoping to read a
few good books! I am challenging you to read as well and share about your adventures by
completing a Book Report in a Bag! It sounds funny, but Book Reports in a Bag are a fun,
creative, and interactive way to share what you have learned from your summer reading. If you
do not normally have large paper grocery bags, please make sure to pick one up the next time
you head to the store so you are ready for this project.
To begin, you will need to read one of the following books (or one that is on grade level and
school appropriate):
● Freckle Juice by Patricia Judy Blume
● Zooey and Sassafras series by Asia Citro
● The Boxcar Children by Gertrude Chandler Warner
● Julian’s World Series by Ann Cameron
● Little House on the Prairie series by Laura Ingalls Wilder
● Dyamonde Daniel Series by Nikki Grimes
● The Clubhouse Mystery series by Sharon M. Draper
● Indian Shoes by Cynthia Leitich Smith
● Chocolate Fever by Robert Kimmel Smith
● Ellray Jakes Series by Sally Warner
● Charlie and the Chocolate Factory by Ronald Dahl
● Izzy Bar, Running Star by Claudia Mills
● A to Z Mysteries series by Ron Roy
● Max Loves Muñecas! by Zetta Elliot
● Magic Treehouse Mysteries by Mary Pope Osborne
● Book Uncle and Me by Uma Krishnaswami
● A Series of Unfortunate Events by Lemony Snicket
● Meet Yasmin! Series by Saadia Faruqi
Be sure to plan appropriately, and not wait until the week before school starts to read the
book. Remember that you will need time to work on the project!

Book Report in a Bag – Project Directions
1. Remember to make sure you have a large paper grocery/gift bag.
2. Choose one of the many stories and read it!
3. The front of the bag should be decorated with the book title and the author’s name. You
also need to draw and color a scene from the story. Your scene may be drawn on a piece
of unlined paper and then glued onto the bag. Be creative! For example, you could glue
fake plant leaves onto the front of your bag, if your book is set in nature. Just be sure
that any fun extra details are related to your book and make your bag look great!
4. On the back of the bag, write a summary of the book. The summary should include a brief
explanation about what happened at the beginning, middle, and end of the story. Write
your summary (at least 6 sentences) on lined paper and then glue or staple it to the bag.
The summary should be completed as neatly as possible.
5. On one side of the bag, draw, cut out, or glue stars to show how well you liked the book.
Five stars show that you loved it. One star means that you did not really care for it. You
will also need to write a few sentences to explain why you liked or disliked the book. You
can write/type your sentences on paper and glue it to the bag.
6. On the other side of the bag, list the characters in the story, the setting (where and
when), the problem, and the solution.
7. Put at least four (4) items (that go along with the story) inside the bag. You will have to
explain how these items relate to the story during your book report talk.
8. Prepare and practice your book report talk.
Bring your bag with you on the first day of school. We will share them over the first few days
of school.
Feel free to read as many books as you like, but you are only required to complete one Book in a
Bag. I look forward to hearing all about your summer adventures in reading!
Blessings,

Ms. Platte
Third Grade Teacher

